
 
 
As I begin year five of serving FNC as pastor, I want to talk about roots. Many of you have deep roots, 
generational roots, in Amarillo and FNC. Our family is planting roots in Amarillo. Our church continues to 
plant roots into the community. More importantly, and what I am most excited about, God’s Word is 
taking root in lives all across our congregation. We are seeing spiritual decisions being made that are 
aligned with Kingdom priorities and that are bearing Kingdom fruit. 
 
FNC has been in its current location for fifteen years. We have established a root system between Soncy 
and Wesley. That root system is spreading as we: 

• Build relationships with our business neighbors to our north and with Sprouts. 
• Build relationships with Sleepy Hollow Elementary, Ronald McDonald House, Snak Pak, and 

Family Promise of Amarillo and Canyon.  
• Build relationships with those wrestling with difficult mental health issues as we launch 

Celebrate Recovery early in 2020.  
 
But I believe we have only just begun to see how our root system will continue to spread; how it will 
continue to make a kingdom impact. 
 
Roots need seeds to grow 
So many of you have faithfully supported FNC financially over the years with tithes and offerings. Your 
tithes and offerings, seeds of obedient stewardship that you have cast for kingdom purposes, have 
allowed our root system to grow and have helped us get to where we are today. You may never know 
the kingdom fruit that will come about through the seeds of obedient stewardship that you have cast 
into FNC. But someone will. Someone’s life and eternity will be changed because of your faithful sowing. 
Thank you. 
 
I want to encourage you to continue to sow financial seed into the kingdom work of FNC through the 
regular giving of tithes and offerings. If you have not yet brought your finances under the Lordship of 
Jesus and struggle with the idea of trusting Him with your finances, there is no better time than now to 
start. If you are struggling with the idea of giving back the 10% He asks for out of the 100% you receive 
that He gives to you every month, consider Malachi 3:10—"Bring the full tenth into the storehouse so 
that there may be food in my house. Test me in this way,” says the Lord of Armies. “See if I will not 
open the floodgates of heaven and pour out a blessing for you without measure.” Test Him…see if He 
is telling the truth. 
 
However, the primary purpose of this letter is to ask that you would consider giving sacrificially. 
Sacrificial giving is giving above and beyond your regular tithes and offerings. I want to present a few 
areas where your sacrificial giving would be greatly appreciated and would make a tremendous impact. 
Perhaps one of them will resonate with you and your family: 
 
Building Fund 
We are free of debt on the original mortgage taken out to build our current facility. Because of your 
incredible generosity and faithfulness, that mortgage was paid off nearly a decade early. However, when 
I first arrived, we needed to make repairs to our roof and parking lot. We took out a loan for more than 
$400,000 to complete the work. We currently owe $346,048. Our monthly payment is $3,672. There are 
some who give designated monies to the building fund every month. With those commitments, most 
months we are just able to make the payment without having to use monies that are going for other  
 



 
 
ministries. Maybe you would consider giving sacrificially to the building fund so that we don’t have to 
use financial resources that are currently going for other kingdom building ministries. 
 
Capital Improvements 
There are two large projects that need our attention. Our goal is to raise $40,000 in four months 
(November-February). The funds will be split between the two projects. We are going to call our capital 
improvement campaign: ROOTS. 
 
Project One: Exterior lighting in the parking lot and on the building. 
Ideally, we would be able to accomplish three goals: 
1) Replace the current parking lot lights with LED lights. 
2) Replace the current lights on the building with LED lights. 
3) Add at least two more parking lot poles and lights (one to the north and one to the south). 
Estimated completion cost: $20,000 
 
Project Two: Sound system in the worship center 
Our current facility was designed to be phase one of several. One of the phases was to build a dedicated 
sanctuary and move out of the worship center (where we currently meet on Sunday mornings). The 
reality of the situation is that it does not appear we are going to be able to build a new sanctuary in the 
foreseeable future (especially with the roof and parking lot debt hanging over us). In light of that, we 
need to make the best of what we have and improve where we can. The acoustics in the worship center 
could use some attention. We are looking to add acoustic panels to the walls in an effort to eliminate 
the sound from bouncing around the room. We had a gentleman who was giving us a bid on some 
sound equipment actually record how poor our acoustics were. He recorded it saying, “I have never 
heard anything like this”. 
 
Our current sound system, which was new when it was installed almost sixteen years ago, is now dated. 
We are looking to upgrade our sound system. With the current placement of the speakers we are 
borrowing, the sound is different depending upon where you sit in the worship center. Currently, there 
are “hot spots” (areas where the sound is significantly louder) and there are areas where the sound is 
significantly degraded. We want to purchase new speakers and hang them from the ceiling providing an 
all-around better sound experience. We want to upgrade some of our sound equipment to make better 
use of the technology that is available to us today. All of this will improve the quality of sound in the 
worship center. 
Estimated completion cost: $50,000 
 
God has been very faithful to us here at FNC. I believe our future is bright. If you are giving faithfully—
thank you. If you are not—I would encourage you to begin. I want to invite all of us to prayerfully 
consider giving sacrificially, above and beyond your normal giving, to either the building fund or to the 
capital campaign ROOTS. Hellen Keller said, “Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much”. I 
believe her.  
 
What financial seed can you cast into FNC that will continue to plant kingdom roots? What are you 
willing to sacrifice for the next four months in an effort to come alongside your church family and 
possibly make an eternal difference? 
 
Pastor Jeff 


